











                                     TRANSFORMERS: Points Of Departure




1985 - Earth, The Ark

        
         In the midst of all the carnage around him, being here amongst history never felt more serene. He had found some sort of clarity being here, in this place, in this time period, and wanted to experience as much as he could within reason, not wanting to damage the timeline in any way. Star Rider looked about at the fallen forms of Autobots and Decepticons, some damaged, while all were offline and in stasis lock. The interior of the Ark's command deck had wreckage strewn about, chunks of rock that littered the floor and penetrated some of the walls, as well as the damaged computer consoles of Teletraan 1.
         He had read about this mission, and watched video links that detailed the Transformers involved and how they came to be on the Ark, but had always wanted to see it for himself. As luck would have it, he had come across a fallen Decepticon on a faraway world that had time travel technology, and repaired it, using it himself to visit various points in time. He had gone back to the Golden Age of Cybertron, witnessed the beginnings of life on this planet the fleshlings called Earth, and had even planned to visit the moment that the planet Lithone was consumed by the planet-killer Unicron. 
         Nothing however, compelled him to travel through time as much as the Ark and it's mission here. To see the great leaders Optimus Prime and Megatron, both laying in stasis lock and immobile, was worth the trip. Their lifeless forms soon to be reactivated, and the war to begin anew. By his estimate, that was still a few cycles away, and he didn't plan on being around to cause any problems or have any questions posed to him by anyone. Walking carefully around the fallen leaders, he made his way to Teletraan 1 and pondered it carefully as he stopped in front of the main console. 
        "The first Teletraan." he mumbled to himself, scanning it with a handheld device he had brought with him. "Database is intact. Just not powered up." he said, resisting the urge to turn it on, knowing it would alter the timeline.
         His optics blinked before he turned and took some time to examine some of the rocks and other debris that cluttered up the area, occasionally scanning a fallen Autobot or Decepticon for some data. 
        "To think that Megatron had the audacity to invade the Ark and cause most of this." he muttered, voice trailing off as he moved about the command deck, taking more readings and occasionally poking something. 
       "Well." he said, walking over to a more clear area. "It's time I left." he said, reaching over to his left arm with his right and flipping up a panel with a display and small controls. Star Rider pressed two buttons on the panel, and was suddenly engulfed in a bright yellow field of shimmering light, before disappearing into thin air, having left everything the way it was when he arrived.

       The Ark stood silent again, and would have remained so for another few days. Sadly, it was not meant to be. A purple energy field, oval in shape shimmered into existence, quickly depositing a familiar form in it's wake. SkyStorm looked about after the energy had disappeared, as if he was searching for something. Not finding what he came for, he was about to leave when he noticed the fallen forms, and walked over to them. SkyStorm looked down on the two leaders, their bodies in stasis lock and helpless for the moment. 
     "The two greatest leaders.....ever." he said quietly, eyeing Optimus Prime and Megatron respectively. Knowing how events would transpire, he smiled to himself.
     "To think the Great War started with the both of you being so helpless and vulnerable." he started. "To come out of your slumber stronger and full of conviction was an inspiration to some of us." he finished, nodding once and walking over to another fallen form he had spotted. SkyStorm stopped next to it and looked down. It was his earlier self, Whiterod, back when he was an Autobot, having gotten onto the Ark despite having been told to stay on Cybertron at the time. 
     "Ambitious." he said, wondering how things might have ended up had he stayed on Cybetron, fighting a losing battle against terrible odds.
      Realizing he needed to get going, SkyStorm walked back to where he had materialized, and took one last look around. Suddenly, his optics glowed a bright purple, before his form was again enveloped in the bright purple shimmering energy, making him vanish into thin air as well, leaving the timeline to go about it's business. He had come very close to catching up with the rogue time traveller, but had again just missed him by moments. He would not make this mistake again. He knew that by possessing time-travel technology, Star Rider could potentially make a mess of the timeline, and even SkyStorm himself would not be able to fix it this time. Star Rider had to be stopped, and sooner rather than later.


2005 - Moon Base One

       "I want you to make a special run to Autobot City on Earth." started Optimus Prime, the Autobot leader, to his top lieutenant and old friend Ironhide, who was seated at the main console in Moon Base One's command centre. 
      "But Prime!" he replied, swiveling his chair and shaking a fist angrily. Prime cut him off.
      "Listen Ironhide! We don't have enough energon cubes to power a full scale assault." he explained. "Ready the shuttle for launch!" he ordered, wanting to get this operation started. Ironhide rose from his chair, and tapped a control on his console. 
      "Your days are numbered now, Decepti-creeps!" he exclaimed, running down the access ramp and transforming to his vehicle mode and speeding off towards the launch platorm where the shuttles were moored.
       Prime contacted his security chief, and then the other moonbase to get status updates. Everything seemed to be in order, and the mission was ready to proceed. He had Cliffjumper commence the countdown for the shuttle launch. "5...4...3...2...1...BLASTOFF!" exclaimed the small Autobot, as the shuttles engines roared to life and took the ship into space and away from the moonbase on it's way to earth. 
      "Now, all we need is a little energon, and a lot of luck." said Prime, watching the ship turn into a little blip on the screen before turning away and heading off to take care of some things. Leaving the command area, Jazz took over as everyone continued with their duties.
       Star Rider stood off in a corner near a support beam, using a refractive shield he had built so that no one could see him in this time period.
      "If only Ironhide knew what was to come." he said to himself, speaking of the doom that awaited the Autobot and his comrades on the shuttle as it made it's way to Earth on a supply run. Knowing that the crew was wiped out by the Decepticons saddened him somewhat, but he tempered this with the knowledge that their deaths would not be in vain, as the Autobots became the eventual victors in the grand scheme of things, ending the Cybertronian War as well.
       "Well then." he said to himself, deciding to leave the area and fly around Cybertronian space for a little while. Transforming into his alternate mode, a sleek space fighter, he blasted off and flew down the same ramp corridor that Ironhide used, and out into the sky, leaving the moon base for open space. Star Rider accelerated towards Moon Base Two and swung around it, taking a reading of it as he went by, before setting a course to do a fly past of Cybertron itself. As he approached the planet, he was in awe of it's radiant glow from all the activity and such that was bustling on the surface.
        As he was about to come around for another pass, his proximity alarm went off. 
       "Uh oh." he said to himself, knowing who was on his tail. SkyStorm was in his alternate mode in pursuit, and gaining rapidly. 
       "Best be on my way." said Star Rider to himself, before suddenly disappearing into a ball of shimmering yellow energy, which vanished as quickly as it began. SkyStorm saw this and cursed to himself. 
      "I need to get ahead of him, and soon." he said to himself, before also disappearing, albeit into a field of shimmering purple energy, before the space around returned to normal, as if nothing had happened.


2020 - Cybertronian Invasion of Atzeria Prime

        Shuttle after shuttle loaded with supplies and Transformers from Cybertron started to populate the space around the planet Atzeria, with more Cybertronians arriving in their alternate modes. Once their numbers were sufficient, the assault on the planet began. Waves of Transformers rained down on Atzeria, swooping in and attacking at will. The shuttles provided reconnaisance and support, dropping off more troops in their wake. Explosions on the ground signified the damage being done, and soon thereafter, pulse cannons fired back, striking several of the shuttles, and zinging past others.
        Watching from a safe spot, Star Rider saw a planetary defence installation take several hits of laser fire before exploding violently, debris littering the area. The battle raged on, with both sides taking some hits time and again. It wasn't long until he saw a couple of the combiners begin their assault as well, the planet starting to end up on the losing side of the conflict. Without warning, a pulse cannon blast exploded right in front of him, stunning him temporarily. Annoyed at this, he raised his arms towards the blast, and fired several shots of his forearm mounted blasters, wanting to get back at whoever shot at him.
         Suddenly, he felt a pair of arms yank his arms backwards and pull him, taking him out of the timeline and into some strange area of light and energy, all that was Atzeria now gone, surrounded by this realm. He turned to see the one who had been pursuing him stand with his arms crossed, facing him. His optics blinked quickly. 
        "What in the name of Primus do you think you are doing??" asked SkyStorm, visibly annoyed. Star Rider didn't move, and thought for a moment before responding. 
        "Defending myself!" he replied. "Someone on that planet shot at me." he explained, thinking of the blast.
         SkyStorm shook his head. "You are not even supposed to BE in the battle for Atzeria, let alone take part in it!" he said angrily. "There was a very good chance you could have disturbed the timeline." he finished. 
        Star Rider nodded. "Perhaps, but it was not my intention. I got a little caught up in the moment." he replied. SkyStorm said nothing, pondering the other Transformer. "I have brought you to this realm for the time being so that you wouldn't make a mess of anything. I know you found some sort of temporal technology, but that does not mean you can keep showing up and getting in time's way!" he exclaimed. Star Rider listened for the moment, then stared right at the Cybertronian.
       "I'm from far in the future, and had no knowledge of the past, or how I was created. I had only known of my Cybertronian roots through the insignia I carry on my armour, and a story told to me by an older Transformer." he explained. "The temporal distortion field I found allowed me to learn about myself, and my people." he finished, pointing to the Autobot logo on his left shoulder armour. 
      "It was never my intention to alter time or history." he said as well, hoping to get his point across. SkyStorm nodded again. "Very well." he started. "But I must know how you found this technology you use." he said. 
      Star Rider nodded. "All right. I can take you there. Deposit me back into a normal dimension, and we will go." he replied. SkyStorm's optics glowed a bright purple, as the setting around the two changed to a normal starscape again, the blackness of space surrounding.
      "Follow me." said Star Rider, before tapping the control on his forearm and disappearing into the yellow shimmering energy and leaving the current time period. SkyStorm followed suit, but using his mind to surround himself in the purple energy, also shifting in time to align himself with the path of the other Transformer. 
      "He doesn't know of my full power, and perhaps that's a good thing." thought SkyStorm to himself, hoping that this whole thing didn't get out of control, and that it could be brought to an end, and soon.


4025 - Unknown planetoid in deep space

        The lifeless form of a Transformer lay damaged beyond repair, it's Spark having long ago left it. Battle damage ravaged the body, part of a leg missing, and a portion of the face torn open to reveal burnt out and destroyed citcuits, totally unrepairable. Dust and dirt from the planetoid's rocky surface covered some of the form, as it had been residing here for some time now. It's identity was unknown even to him, and that was what bothered him. An unnamed Transformer on an unnamed ball of rock in a remote sector of space made no sense to him whatsoever, and didn't add up in the slightest.
        "This body is so badly damaged, I can't identify it." said SkyStorm, still looking down. Star Rider shook his head. 
       "I don't know who it is either." he replied. "I was in this sector doing some research, and picked up a signal from this planetoid. The signal turned out to be this device." he finished, pointing to the temporal technology on his other arm. SkyStorm scanned the body with a special spectro-analysis produced by his optics. 
      "These remains are several million years old. But your device looks much newer." he said, kneeling down beside the ruined Transformer.
       As he looked upon the fallen form, he began to remember something he saw in Teletraan 1's database back when he was an Autobot. At the time, he spent many cycles in the Ark as a guard and such. 
      "I recall a file I once saw that spoke of some Cybertronians that had been working on creating temporal distortions, but had to stop their research due to the war breaking out." he mentioned. "I did not know that some of the research had been completed, and survived." he finished, still pondering all of this. 
      Star Rider nodded. "Indeed. Perhaps this fellow was time travelling and something went wrong." he said. "I only learned how to use it from a program that it was running when I found it here."
      SkyStorm's optics flashed once. "It would make sense if the device was pre-programmed, and relied on the user to initiate the jumps in time." he replied. That would explain why I was having trouble finding you after I detected the activity. I had no idea of the schedule, even with my powers." he finished. 
      Star Rider looked to the device, then back to the fallen form. "I might end up suffering the same fate at some point. I should not have scavenged his technology and used it." he finished, pulling the device off of his arm and placing it down on the remains. "I was not meant to have it." he said quietly. SkyStorm looked to him. 
     "It is not for us to decide who is meant for what." he replied.
     "This device cannot fall into the wrong hands." he said, before backing away from the fallen form by a couple of metres. Focusing on the form, SkyStorm's optics started to glow a brilliant magenta. Star Rider saw this and himself backed away a little, unsure of what was happening. Suddenly, a blast of shimmering energy shot forth from SkyStorm's outstretched right palm and hit the form, incinerating it and the device instantly. Just as soon as it had begun, it was over. Star Rider looked to SkyStorm with awe. 
      "You....you are more than just a regular Cybertronian!" he said, with some excitement. SkyStorm grinned. 
      "I have been around, so to speak                                                    
      "Perhaps some day, you could teach me about this power, and that dimension you pulled me into." said Star Rider. SkyStorm grinned, before his eyes glowed again, and he started to become engulfed by a purple field of shimmering energy.
      "Some day." said SkyStorm. "But not today...." his voice trailed off as he phase-shifted into another realm, leaving Star Rider alone to contemplate everything that had happened. With little else to keep him on the planetoid, he transformed into his alternate mode and blasted off into space, leaving the ball of rock behind, and off amongst the stars to continue his research, hoping one day to find his creator, as well as his true Cybertronian lineage.


                                                             THE END


                                                     

